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ABSTRACT

We construct a supersyrametrie theory for a strong f plus a weak

g graviton, together with their accompanying massive gravitinos, by gauging

the graded 0Sp(2,2,l) x OSp(2,2,l) structure. The mixing term between f

and g fields, which makes the strong graviton massive, can be introduced

through a spontaneous symmetry-breaking mechanism implemented in this note

by constructing a. non-linear realization of the symmetry group.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Much progress has been achieved recently in making general relativity

supersymmetric . It is hoped that this will lead to a more fundamental

understanding of the nature of spacetime and perhaps even to a renorttaliialile

theory of gravity. Here we propose to extend this programme to include the so-
2)

called two-tensor theories of gravity . In this kind of theory the tensor

field associated with gravity is accompanied by another tensor which obeys

rather similar field equations but interacts strongly with hadrons. Now, in

addition there will be spin-^- fermions along with each tensor.

There is a very simple way to embed gravity in a superaynmetric

scheme. It is by extending the group of local Lorentz transformations,

SL(2,C), to a graded form, 0Sp(2,2,l), that this is achieved . The

orthosymplectic symmetry is necessarily broken spontaneously and a number of

Higgs-like fields must be introduced for the purpose. In order to restrict

the spectrum of states as much as possible, one imposes covariant constraints

on the components of the Eiggs Bystem.

A virtue of the orthosymplectic formulation of strong gravity is tbat

it incorporates a fairly unique mixing of the two tensors. The old formulations

suffered from the arbitrariness of the mixing term. In fact, the bosonie

subgroup, Sp(2,2), represents in itself a non-trivial extension of the local

frame symmetry, 51(2,1), and leads to the restricted form of the mixing term.

However, it must be emphasised that the mixing is qualitatively different

here in that kinetic as well as mass terms are involved. Since our main

object is to extract this modified strong gravity system,we shall at many

points suppress the spin-^- fields and the formal complications entailed by

the full orthosymplectic symmetry.

II. ORTHOSYMFLECTIC SYMMETRY

As stated above, the main idea in the approach to relativistic super-

symmetry followed here is the enlarging of the local gauge group from SL(2,C)

to 0Sp(2,2,l). The fundamental representation of the latter group is five-

dimensional: four of these comprise a Majorana spinor and the fifth a real

scalar. An infinitesimal transformation takes the form

(2.1)



where e is a Majorana spinor and m is a symplectic matrix.

E = C e1
u = -C u C = y 0 d> Y o • (2.2)

One can easily verify that provided £ anticommutes with the fermionic

co-ordinates, i|ij the hilinear form

T 1
\|i c C2.3)

•is invariant. The symplectic matrix o) can be represented in the form

1 ah

al)
(2.U)

which shovs hov the subgroup Sl(2,C) is contained in the ten-parameter

symplectic group Sp(£,2).

The gauge fields associated with this group are fourteen in number,

ten. bosonic plus four fermionic. They can 'be represented in the form of a

5 * 5 matrix,

(2.5)

where \|> = C t is a Majorana-Rarita-Schwinger field and W is a ten-

matrix of k vectors

• =
p

i_

2
W
u

K 0

(a.6)

The field strengths are constructed according to the familiar Yang-Mills

prescription

pv p v v u

i _ , T

where

(2.7)
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w =

3 J - 3 f t j (V 1 - » 4 )
p v v p 2 y v v y (2.8)

We are interested in the direct product of two orthosymplectic groups

require two sets of gauge fields, # and *' . T

form independently. One can indicate this hy the formulae

and so require two sets of gauge fields, # and $' . These fields trans-

(1 *
P

Si 1

*' + a1 •' n'"1 + n' a
p p p (2.9)

vhere SI and n' denote independent orthosymplectic matrices. With respect

to general co-ordinate transformations, the gauge fields are covariant vectors,

(2.10)

and similarly for t'
p

The field strengths * and t' transform as
pv y\J

antisymmetric covariant tensors.
y\J

In oraer to have some significant interaction between the two gauge

systems it is necessary to introduce another kind of field, one which belongs

to a nixed representation of the local symmetries and which therefore couples

to both gauge systems. The simplest possible candidate for this role is the

5 x 5 matrix G(x) which transforms according to

G •* n G S)1 (2.11)

under the local symmetry and as a scalar under co-ordinate transformations.

The twenty-five components of G include eight fermions and seventeen

•bosons

(2.12)

where H denotes a U x U matrix and <p a scalar, 5 and n are Dirac

spinors. The components of G may be subject to the reality condition

% =

Y Q H+ y0 = C HT C"1
-T

c n1



(Note that this means the S, P, A components of H are real, while the

V, T components are imaginary.) A useful equivalent representation of

this multiplet is the matrix

T —1
C H C

-n

-5

which transforms according to

(2.

(2.15)

In setting up a Lagrangian in the next section there will be needed

the eovarlant derivatives

V G = » G + * G - G*1
V V U M

rV-^™;* V "^

p £ f H V

k v
V - *K

(2.16)

and V 2 similarly defined.

III. LAGRMTGIAN

In addition to the gauge fields * and *' , a pair of Higgs fields

G and G, tboth in the same representation,is used. For the Lagrangian

density of this system we adopt the expression

• 6 h.C.

(3.1)
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In order to have invarianee under space reflections, one can assign normal

parities to the components of G and abnormal to Gg . There is one

relation among the parameters a, a' , g and S' which will emerge in the

fallowing.

In order that the theory should possess a stable• flat (Foineare*

invariant) vacuum solution,it is required that G,

in the vacuum

and G "be non-vanishing

In other words, the original symmetry 0Sp{2,2,l) x OSp(2,2,l) is 'broken

spontaneously to SL(2,C). To simplify the analysis we shall assume a number

of constraints among the components of G and G,, , which are sufficient to

reduce the number of Independent components to the minimum needed for

parametrizing the homogeneous space

0Sp(2,2,l) x OSp(2,2,l)/SL(2,C) .

There must be Ik + Ik - 6 = 22 independent components of which 8 are

fermionic. This means that 25 + 25 - 2a

which 8 + 8 - 8 = 8 mist be fermionic

28 constraints *' are needed,of

Having reduced the number of independent components from 50 to 22,one

can then eliminate these remaining ones by means of 22 gauge conditions. In

such a unitary gauge the fields G and <S reduce to constants, ;

01 = a , G2 = b Y 5 • (3.2)

The remaining gauge freedom concerns the as yet unbroken local SL(2,C) and

can be dealt with in the usual way (by imposing symmetry on the vlerbein

matrix, for example).

The Lagrangian (3-1) simplifies a great deal in the unitary gauge.

One finds

One may alternatively impose fewer constraints and k.eep the scalar ana

pseudoscalar components of G± and Gg as iive fields, obtaining an analogue

of (3.2) by minimizing the quartic Higgs potential contained In (3-1)•

This vould correspond to the more conventional scheme of symmetry

-6-



• L

^ +

+ fe ra ion

(3.3)
vhere

\ v̂ + I V *X +

B *,

\ h

- B_)v

CL

B_)J

in which is used the notation

The Tour surviving parameters are defined by

a., = 2aba , a, = 2aba' , B, = r- a \ $

&b
. (3.5)

(3.6)

but they are not independent - at least , not if one requires that the system

possess a stable Poincare-invariant vacuum.
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To conclude this section, therefore,ve consider the linearized

theory on a flat 'background. All fields are treated as small quantities

except for L and L' vhieh can possess finite c-numoer parts

(3.7)

vhere n a denotes the Minkovski metric. The constants ; and c' are

determined, in part, by the requirement that the Euler-Lagrange equations

should be of first order in small quantities. Equivalently, vhen (3.7) is

used in (3.3) the first-order part of the Lagrangian should vanish. This

yields the equations

(3.8)

Only the ratio, c'/e , enters these conditions and hence the scale of c

and c' is not fixed. One constraint among the four parameters a, > ct9,

&± and B2 is implied "̂  .

With (3.8)satisfied,the bosonic part of the bilinear terms takes

the form

14a) "V

V F * (3.9)

where matrix notation is used:

•)

If this constraint is not satisfied then there is no Poincare-in-

variant ground state for the system. In this case there is an effective

cosmological term and one should presumably therefore search for a ground

state with a de Sitter symmetry.

v .*



B =

-2o. l C
2 +

• =

' 2 )

- c ' 2 )

B = - 1 6

M = 2k ( B l + e2] — c-, ( c ' - c )

Since B i s algebraic i t can be solved for and eliminated,

where the symmetric and antisymmetric parts are defined ,

On elimination of B the bilinear terms reduce trf

•;„.„ ? [c

(3-10)

(3.11}

(3-12)

and this can be put into the standard Fiera-Fauli form "by adopting new field

eombinat ions. Writ e

4(x) = S 4>(x)

cX v

c ' X M

h(x)

F(x) (3.13)

where X, p, v are constants and h , F are the new f ie lds . The

parameters . X, IJ , v are to be chosen so as to normalize the kinetic terms,

i .e .

ST U N S

T —1 —1
S 3 = » K H (3.1U)

From this one extracts three equations for \, u and v ,

c2X2
 + u

2 = - i _ (_2a + (ft _ fl ) fi _ Si
3 £ a *• *• (•

1

e.V + ,2 = _1_
32a£

cc'x2 + uv = T^-i-

(3.15)

The components of 3 have been chosen so as to diagonaliie tlie nass matrix

as well as normalize the kinetic energy. The mass terms in (3-12) now take

the form

- f m2 (F F - F F )F
yy

(3.16)

where a. is given by

m = I r H S S1

= Zk
2 2

B2) " ^ e ° ' (3.IT)

The parameters ft and g^ are dimenaionless (in natural units) and hence

a, 1 02 > \N u > are also dimensionleSB, while c and e 1 have the

dimension of mass. Out of the three independent dimensionless variables,

S, > 65 and e'/c , it is necessary to obtain the two coupling constants

Kja.i'-'l) and c m(/JlO ) associated with strong and weak gravity, respectively.

The remaining dimensionleaa parameter must play some more obseure role related

to the details of the mixing.

To illustrate the orders of magnitude involved in as simple a manner

as possible we choose 6_ = B2 and treat the ratio

r = k

.. wi n -

(3.18)
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That the spontaneous symmetry-breaking mechanism should give rise to a

Juxtaposition of numbers as disparate as c and c' is but a. consequence of

the somewhat unfamiliar uniting of the strongest of the known forces with

the weakest within one formalism.

The fermion spectrum is obtained hy substituting B+ = 0 and

\+ = (c + C ' ) Y ta (3.1*). There is no mixing between ty and *' : their
—1*5 ^ ^

masses are easily shown to be ~m and ~km ~10~ m, respectively. Hence

the graviton appears to he associated with a very light spinor if the

strong gravitines mass Is « 1 GeV.

In the late Fifties when the proposal was first made, one felt the same

unease at uniting weak and electromagnetic interactions.
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